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Mark Califano is Nardello & Co.’s Chief Legal Officer and Regional Managing Director of the Americas,
where he oversees the firm's global legal operations and its work in the Americas. Mark conducts large,
complex investigations for litigation, corruption, trademark, gray market, fraud, due diligence, and
shareholder activist matters. He also leads reviews of enterprise, anti-corruption, AML, and sanctions
compliance programs for the firm's multinational clients and oversees the Nardello & Co. monitorship
team for the Bayer-Monsanto US Department of Justice Antitrust Section monitorship.
Mark joined Nardello & Co. from American Express, where he was the Senior Vice President and Managing
Counsel for Global Litigation and Government Investigations, performing complex investigations around
the globe and leading the defense company's business through two Supreme Court campaigns. Mark
previously served as Head of Litigation & Legal Policy at GE Capital, where he managed complex global
litigation, criminal matters, internal investigations, and legal policy, recovering over a hundred million
dollars for the company and successfully defending it against tens of billions of dollars in claims and fines.
Prior to joining GE, Mark built and led Paul Volcker’s investigations team on the Independent Inquiry
Committee into the UN Oil-for-Food Programme. That team identified and assessed unprecedented
systemic corruption facilitated through the largest relief operation in the world, identifying senior
government officials and public personalities in scores of countries and corrupt payments by and through
thousands of multinational companies.
Mark was an Assistant US Attorney in Connecticut from 1992 to 2006, where he established and led a
nationally renowned cyber/IP prosecution team that conceived and pursued pioneering cybercrime, IP
corruption, financial fraud, and terrorism investigations and prosecutions spanning over a dozen countries.
Mark has taught and spoken on a range of subjects, from corporate governance, compliance, and global
corruption to cross-border investigations, complex litigation, and prosecutions. He is co-author of Good
Intentions Corrupted: the Oil-for-Food Scandal and the Threat to the UN, along with Paul Volcker and
Judge Jeffrey Meyer (PublicAffairs 2006).
Mark received his JD from Duke University School of Law and his bachelor’s degree from Princeton
University.
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